. The 1967 paper described a crucial step in the construction of that model: how best to link the different levels of the atmosphere with Earth's surface, taking into account radiative transfer, convection and water-vapour feedback.
What raises the paper to greatness in my mind is not its estimate of CO 2 -induced warming, but how it exemplifies good practice in climate-modelling studies. First, its results are reproducible using a transparent and welljustified set of assumptions. For example, the authors used the latest observations of water vapour to justify their assumption that relative humidity will not be affected by climate change, and then used this assumption to model the water-vapour feedback. Second, the resulting model included just enough detail of physical processes to give first-order estimates of the surface and atmospheric temperature changes expected from several possible human or natural perturbations (such as changes to solar output, CO 2 concentration and clouds), but was not too complex so as to make it difficult to run on early computers, or to muddy interpretation of the results. Moreover, the authors' radiative-convective model was entirely fit for purpose.
The comprehensiveness of Manabe and Wetherald's paper also puts much subsequent work to shame: it was just as concerned with the effects of supersonic aircraft on temperatures in the upper atmosphere as it was about the effects of CO 2 at Earth's surface. It was also the first paper to find that CO 2 not only warms the surface of the planet, but also cools the stratosphere -although the authors devoted just 17 words to this major discovery.
Nevertheless, it took some time for climate scientists to warm to the paper, and Manabe himself, keen to add more sophistication to his approach, never really used his 1D radiativeconvective model in this way again. Instead, Manabe and Wetherald successfully repeated their calculation in 1975 using their fledgling general circulation model 10 , which could also account for high-latitude warming and changes to snow cover and sea ice.
I believe that this more-sophisticated calculation was partly responsible for building trust in their earlier approach using the 1D radiative-convective model, so that other scientists then began to use such models to great effect to probe the multiple possible causes of observed increases in surface temperature
BEHAVIOURAL ECONOMICS

Occasional errors can benefit coordination
The chances of solving a problem that involves coordination between people are increased by introducing robotic players that sometimes make mistakes. This finding has implications for real-world coordination problems. See Letter p.370
S I M O N G ÄC H T E R
C omplex human societies exist because people cooperate with each other and coordinate their activities 1 . Co operation involves collaborating for common benefit, whereas coordination requires people to match their collaborative activities in appropriate ways. This often entails solving small, local coordination problems to achieve global coordination. As an example, consider the production of complex goods, which involves coordinating the division of labour across sites. In this instance, errorprone people must solve many, often intricate, local problems such as work processes, or the logistics of production and supply chains, to achieve global coordination. On page 370, Shirado and Christakis 2 use network experiments to highlight the ways in which errors can help to improve global coordination.
The authors set up 230 randomly generated networks, each with 20 nodes. They allocated each of 4,000 participants to a node, and asked them to solve a colour-coordination game 3 , in which the aim is to make each node one of three colours that differs from the colour of every neighbouring node (Fig. 1) .
Players know that they are part of a large network, but see only the colours of their neighbours. They can change their node's colour as often as they like within five minutes. Thus, a player can remove local colour conflicts without solving all colour conflicts globally. People are paid according to how long it takes to solve all colour conflicts in the network. This set-up is an abstract representation of many real-world coordination problems 3 , in which the choices optimal for an individual might not solve a global coordination problem whose resolution is in the collective interest.
In addition to human participants, Shirado and Christakis included three autonomous software agents called bots as players in many of the networks. They programmed the bots to play a locally optimal strategy, but to make a random colour choice a certain amount of the time. The authors tested three levels of during the twentieth century 11, 12 . For example, a study 11 published in 1981 concluded that twentieth-century temperature variations were probably due to a combination of humaninduced changes (in land use and in atmospheric levels of greenhouse gases, ozone and aerosols) and natural phenomena (changes in solar radiation and volcanic emissions). Such work fostered international concern about climate change, and eventually led to the establishment of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in 1988.
Depending on your bent, Manabe and Wetherald's legacy can be interpreted as a justification for the ever-increasing sophistication of climate models (Fig. 1) random ness -0% (no noise), 10% (low noise) and 30% (high noise). They placed bots at different positions in different networks: in random, peripheral or central locations. Thus, they tested nine combinations of bot randomness and positioning to examine whether noisy bots help human players.
Of 30 control networks that contained only human players, 67% solved their games within 5 minutes. The remaining groups became stuck in locally unresolvable colour conflicts. Placing low-noise bots in the centre of networks improved success rates: 85% of such networks achieved global coordination within 5 minutes. The presence of these bots also increased the speed with which the problem was solved. Interestingly, the low-noise bots helped to resolve colour conflicts not only by deviating from the locally optimal action, but also because their behaviour nudged human players to deviate occasionally, too. The no-noise and high-noise bots were not that helpful, because they created less-than-ideal levels of deviation (not enough or too much, respectively). Bots placed in the centre of the network had more influence than peripheral bots because they had more links to human neighbours.
Shirado and Christakis suggest that noisy bots could be used as 'simple artificial intelligence' tools to help human decision-makers solve real-world coordination problems. But they could also serve as experimental tools, acting as models for human players who are, for whatever reason, occasionally willing to try something new or to disrupt the situation even if they do not fully understand what they are doing. Indeed, there was evidence that such individuals were present in the authors' control experiments -some conflicts were resolved because players temporarily deviated from the local optimum. Thus, bots could be used to test how 'disruptors' can shift the behaviour of a population in coordination problems.
Noisy play -making mistakes or experimenting with strategies -is also important for the evolution of social outcomes in models of cooperation and coordination based on evolutionary game theory 4-7 (a theoretical framework in which strategic behaviours can be analysed in the context of evolutionary selection pressure). It is therefore instructive to compare Shirado and Christakis's networkbased problem with game-theory-based approaches to the study of coordination, such as games in which some endpoints have greater rewards than others [8] [9] [10] . As a classic game-theory example, consider a game in which two players decide simultaneously whether to hunt a stag or a rabbit. Only if both go for the optimal choice, the stag, will they catch it; if one hunter chooses the stag and the other the rabbit, the first gets nothing, but the second gets a rabbit. In this type of game, attempting to coordinate to achieve a collectively optimal solution exposes players to the risk of a loss. Players might therefore opt for a collectively inefficient but safer endpoint, both choosing the rabbit.
Game-theory-based models in which players occasionally make mistakes predict an inefficient outcome for these games 4, 5 . Experi mental evidence confirms this prediction, particularly in large groups in which everyone must play the game with each other person 11 . But interestingly, efficient coordination can often be achieved if these games are played on large networks in which each person plays only with their neighbours. Here, success becomes more likely as the network becomes more centralized -that is, the more links players have to others 12, 13 . This suggests a parallel to the current study, in which centralized bots improve global co ordination. Thus, central players are crucial for success in both game theory and networked coordination problems. However, a key difference is that most game-theoretic analyses focus on local interactions, whereas Shirado and Christakis focus on coordination success across the whole network.
An interesting avenue for future research could therefore be to combine Shirado and Christakis's network approach with incentives for both local and global coordination. This could provide a more-realistic model for interaction structures in many real-world local-global coordination problems (such as in integrated supply chains or large organizations), in which people have local incentives for coordination. These incentives might make them unwilling to move away from a locally optimal decision to achieve global coordination, much like the hunters who have an incentive to go alone for the rabbit. The authors' approach could be broadly applied to help determine the location and level of noise required to obtain the desired outcome in various networks, testing the effects of differences in both centrality and incentives for local and global coordination. ■ Figure 1 | Noise helps to resolve coordination problems. a, Shirado and Christakis 2 set up networks of nodes of three colours, as in this simplified example. Each node was assigned to a player, or, in a few instances, to an automated software agent called a bot. Players aimed to coordinate with one another such that each node was a different colour from each of its neighbours (colour conflicts are indicated by red lines). b, Players could see only the colour choices of their neighbours, and so could remove local colour conflicts (as has the starred player) without solving all conflicts globally. Some conflicts were locally unsolvable (such as that of the player marked by a white circle). Bots played optimally most of the time, but were programmed to make random colour choices a certain percentage of the time, as here, introducing noise into the network. c, A limited amount of noise helped to resolve colour conflicts -in this instance, by encouraging the player marked by a triangle to change colour, resolving the previously unsolvable local conflict in b.
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